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This presentation contains general information about the implementation results of the EaSI - Capacity Building Investments Window Instrument. It is given in summary form and does not purport to be complete. It is current as of the date of this presentation only and may change without notice. EIF and the EIB Group have no obligation to update this information or to release any revisions to this information. No representation or warranty, express or implied, is or will be made and no liability or responsibility is or will be accepted by EIF or by the EIB Group in respect of the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein and any such liability is expressly disclaimed.

All figures are expressed in EUR (except otherwise stated) and are converted at the historical rates.
19 capacity building contract signed

- covering EU 28 candidates and potential candidates*
- for a total committed amount of EUR 41.1m
  - of which for Microfinance 29.3m
  - of which for Social Entrepreneurship 11.7m

* count of countries targeted by the Financial Intermediaries

Note: The map presented is for illustrative purposes and is without prejudice to the status of or sovereignty over any territory.